































































Joey 21例 共起する動詞 比　率
I 6例29% am sorry  5例83%
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i    （1）a　Mind	if	I	split	some	water	with	you?　	
　　				b　Good	evening,	sir.	Mind	if	I	take	a	quick	look?	
				それぞれ、副大統領が大統領に、警護官が広報部部長に対する発話。









The aim of this paper is to clarify the relationship between the ellipsis of personal 
subjects and the politeness in English. I will clarify that it is impossible for the 
politeness to omit the subject of the personal pronoun in English. 
My analysis is based on the concept of the objective construal in English. I apply 
the idea to the analysis of the ellipsis of personal subjects in the conversation between 
the speaker and the hearer.
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